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Abstract. In a video-on-demand (VOD) environment, disk
arrays are often used to support the disk bandwidth require-
ment. This can pose serious problems on available disk band-
width upon disk failure. In this paper, we explore the ap-
proach of replicating frequently accessed movies to provide
high data bandwidth and fault tolerance required in a disk-
array-based video server. An isochronous continuous video
stream imposes different requirements from a random access
pattern on databases or files. Explicitly, we propose a new
replica placement method, calledrotational mirrored declus-
tering (RMD), to support high data availability for disk ar-
rays in a VOD environment. In essence, RMD is similar to
the conventional mirrored declustering in that replicas are
stored in different disk arrays. However, it is different from
the latter in that the replica placements in different disk ar-
rays under RMD are properly rotated. Combining the merits
of prior chained and mirrored declustering methods, RMD is
particularly suitable for storing multiple movie copies to sup-
port VOD applications. To assess the performance of RMD,
we conduct a series of experiments by emulating the stor-
age and delivery of movies in a VOD system. Our results
show that RMD consistently outperforms the conventional
methods in terms of load-balancing and fault-tolerance ca-
pability after disk failure, and is deemed a viable approach
to supporting replica placement in a disk-array-based video
server.

Key words: Video-on-demand – Disk-array-based video
server – Replication – Rotational mirrored declustering –
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1 Introduction

Recent advances on multimedia technologies have created
several ventures on both information-providing service and
entertainment business. Given the extremely large data size,
one of the major challenges to handle multimedia data is to
support very high disk bandwidth for video data retrieval.
For example, to display HDTV-quality image, it will require
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a data rate at 2–3 MB per second (even after compression).
In general, it is very undesirable to store such a large video in
a single disk of two reasons. First, a 100-min HDTV movie
will require more than 12-GB storage. Such a large disk
is usually expensive. Second, playing a hot (i.e., frequently
requested) movie by a single disk will cause a performance
bottleneck. In fact, even for playing ordinary MPEG movies,
the need to support multiple video streams by a video server
also calls for the use of disk arrays. Consequently, it is highly
desirable to use disk arrays to handle the storage and retrieval
of multimedia data.

In a video-on-demand (VOD) system, multimedia
streams are stored on a storage server (the video server)
and played out to the user station upon request. A signifi-
cant amount of effort has been elaborated upon many design
aspects of a video server [8, 11–15]. A video server for this
purpose is expected not only to concurrently serve many
clients (hundreds or more), but also to provide many in-
teractive features for video playout, such as pause/resume,
backward play, and fast-forward and fast-backward play,
which home viewers have been enjoying from the current
VCR systems. Providing interactive features will unavoid-
ably compromise the opportunity of batching requests and
increase the system resource required [4, 5]. In addition, it is
projected that, similar to the current movie rental business,
the movie request in a VOD environment will be highly
skewed, i.e., most of the requests are made for viewing a
small number of hot movies. These factors, together with
the importance of fault tolerance in real-time VOD appli-
cations, suggest that replicating certain frequently accessed
movies in some disk arrays is a viable approach to providing
the VOD service required [2, 3, 6]. It is worth mentioning
that data replication in VOD system is employed primarily
to support the high I/O bandwidth required for multimedia
data. This is in contrast to data replication in OLTP (On-
line transaction processing) systems that is mainly used to
provide fault tolerance. The VOD system considered in this
paper is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the disk-array-based
video server is composed of many disk arrays. Each disk
array is the unit to store a copy of a movie. If necessary,
one movie may be replicated and stored in more than one
disk array.
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Fig. 1. A disk-array-based video server

To employ the replication approach to VOD applica-
tions, the primary issue is to determine the placement of
movie copies in disk arrays. Due to the nature of sequen-
tial access, it is desirable to decluster each movie copy into
blocks and stripe them across a disk array. Basically, there
are three replica declustering techniques proposed in the lit-
erature to improve fault tolerance, namely,mirrored declus-
tering, chained declustering, and interleaved declustering.
These declustering techniques are primarily employed to
support random access applications, e.g. database transaction
processing [10]. However, as will be explained in Sect. 2.1,
the isochronous support for each continuous video stream
in a VOD environment imposes different requirements, and
hence calls for alternative replica declustering techniques. In
view of this and the fact that the fault tolerance provided by
the conventional mirrored declustering method is deemed in-
sufficient, we shall propose a new replication method, called
rotational mirrored declustering(RMD), to support high data
availability for disk arrays in VOD environments. In essence,
RMD is similar to mirrored declustering in that multiple
copies are stored in different disk arrays to increase the sup-
portable throughput. It is, however, different from the latter
in that the data placements in different disk arrays under
RMD are properly rotated, thereby greatly increasing the
degree of fault tolerance. The net effect of the rotation in
replica placement is to achieve a different layout on striping
for the replica from the original copy, and upon disk failure,
the traffic to the failed disk can be spread across all disks
in the disk array containing the replica. (This is in contrast
to the conventional mirrored declustering, where the traffic
to the failed disk can only be redirected to one of the disks
in the array containing the replica.) Combining the merits
of both chained and mirrored declustering methods, RMD
is particularly useful for storing multiple movie copies in a
disk-array-based video server to support VOD applications.

To assess the performance of RMD, we shall conduct a
series of experiments by emulating the storage and deliv-
ery of movies in a VOD system. Specifically, we shall first
determine the number of replicas required for each movie,
and then properly assign each movie copy to a disk array.
Clearly, for a given aggregate disk bandwidth and the access
frequency of each movie, one would naturally like to deter-
mine the number of replicas for each movie so as to max-
imize the system throughput, as well as to attain the fault

Table 1. A double redundant data placement with mirrored declustering

Disk array 1 Disk array 2
Disk 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
m0 – m3 m0 m1 m2 m3 m0 m1 m2 m3
m4 – m7 m4 m5 m6 m7 m4 m5 m6 m7

tolerance required. To deal with this, we shall introduce a
new parameter, termedreplication threshold, and utilize it to
conduct several sensitivity analyses for various replication
scenarios. Replication threshold is defined as the maximal
percentage of the aggregate disk array bandwidth that is al-
lowed to be allocated to a single movie. As such, replication
threshold is used to determine if a movie is required to be
replicated, and then how many copies are required if repli-
cation is necessary. By properly varying the value of repli-
cation threshold, we can empirically determine the operating
point for a given movie access distribution. In addition, it is
noted that even with a given replication threshold, similarly
to the conventional packing problem, different placement se-
quence of movies will result in different allocation scenarios,
thus leading to different system throughputs and fault toler-
ance is not yet fully exploited. In view of these, we shall
evaluate different policies for movie selection to provide
some insights into this aspect. Based on the above model,
we conduct several experiments to evaluate the performance
of RMD for various replication scenarios. Our results show
that RMD consistently outperforms the conventional meth-
ods in terms of load balancing and fault tolerance capability
after disk failure, and is deemed a viable approach to sup-
porting movie placement in a disk-array-based video server.

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed RMD
scheme is described in Sect. 2. The model for our experiment
is explained in Sect. 3. Performance studies are conducted
and the corresponding results analyzed in Sect. 4. Section 5
summarizes this paper.

2 RMD for replica placement

We shall describe the conventional replica placement meth-
ods in Sect. 2.1 and then propose a new placement method,
RMD in Sect. 2.2.

2.1 Conventional data placement

There are three basic replica declustering techniques pro-
posed in the literature to improve fault tolerance, i.e., mir-
rored declustering, chained declustering, and interleaved
declustering. These three declustering techniques are primar-
ily employed to support random access applications. In mir-
rored declustering, the disks are organized into many iden-
tical disk arrays, and fault tolerance is then achieved by
storing replicated data in these disk arrays. An illustrative
example for storing two movie copies in two disk arrays un-
der mirrored declustering is given in Table 1. It can be seen
that, while being easy to implement and proper for random
access applications, the mirrored declustering is not suitable
for sequential access applications, such as VOD, where los-
ing a single disk in a disk array will render the whole striped
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Table 2. Chained declustering disk array with double redundancy

Disk array 1 Disk array 2
Disk 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1st copy m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7
2nd copy m3 m0 m1 m2 m7 m4 m5 m6

array useless since the video delivery requires access to each
disk in cyclical order repeatedly.

On the other hand, under the chained declustering me-
thod, the primary data copy in diski has a backup copy in
disk (i + 1) mod n, wheren is the total number of disks
employed. An illustrative example for chained declustering
is shown in Table 2, where the cluster size is equal to the
disk array size, i.e., four. As shown in [9, 10], for random
access pattern, the chained declustering method can achieve
better fault tolerance and load balancing after failure than
the mirrored declustering method. For example, when disk
1 fails under mirrored declustering (Table 1), accesses to m1
and m5 will need to be redirected to disk 5, resulting in a
100% workload increase at disk 5. With chained declustering
(Table 2), when disk 1 fails, accesses to m0 and m1 can be
evenly redistributed among all remaining disks in the same
cluster [10]. Note, however, that, using the chained declus-
tering, it will be costly to dynamically change the number
of replicas, since to do that, it would be necessary to change
the number of disk arrays to stripe across for the existing
copies.

In interleaved declustering, the backup copy of the pri-
mary data in a disk is broken up into multiple sub-partitions.
Each of the sub-partitions is stored on a different disk within
the same disk array – but not on the disk containing the pri-
mary data [7]. It can be seen that due to a similar reason
as in chained declustering, adding/dropping movie copies
dynamically is very costly under the interleaved decluster-
ing method. However, in real-time VOD applications, the
number of copies stored for a video has to change as the
demand for the video varies. With chained declustering and
interleaved declustering, applications will need to be inter-
rupted while adding/dropping data copies, thus making these
two methods unfavorable for VOD applications. As a result,
the isochronous support for each continuous video stream
in a VOD system calls for alternative replica-declustering
techniques.

2.2 Description of the RMD scheme

To remedy the drawbacks of the conventional mirrored
and chained declustering methods, we describe here a new
method, RMD, to support movie placement in a VOD sys-
tem. Combining the merits of both chained and mirrored
declustering methods, RMD is particularly useful for stor-
ing multiple movie copies in a disk-array-based video server
to support VOD applications. Formally, RMD can be for-
mulated as follows. Given a set ofrn disks numbered
0, 1, 2, . . . , rn − 1, wheren is the size (number of disks)
of a disk array, theith partition of thejth replica of a movie
is placed on the disk numberedd(i, j), where

d(i, j) = (i + bi/nc × (j − 1)) modn + (j − 1)× n .

Table 3. A double redundant data placement under RMD

Disk array 1 Disk array 2
Disk 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
m0–m3 m0 m1 m2 m3 m0 m1 m2 m3
m4–m7 m4 m5 m6 m7 m7 m4 m5 m6

Table 4. A triple redundant data placement under RMD

Disk array 1 Disk array 2 Disk array 3
Disk 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
m0–m3 m0 m1 m2 m3 m0 m1 m2 m3 m0 m1 m2 m3
m4–m7 m4 m5 m6 m7 m7 m4 m5 m6 m6 m7 m4 m5

For example, a double redundant data placement based
on RMD is shown in Table 3, where each disk array in the
RMD declustering strategy contains a movie copy. Unlike
the chained declustering method, RMD allows replica and
disks to be added online, while neither having to move data
in the existing copy around nor affecting the disk arm move-
ment on existing disks. For example, to add a new movie
copy to the existing two copies shown in Table 3, a third data
array will be allocated (either from an existing and available
pool of disk arrays or adding a new disk array to the system)
to the movie. The movie copy can then be loaded from tape
to the newly allocated disk array without affecting the appli-
cations accessing the existing two movie copies. After the
third copy of movie has been loaded, the copy can then be
made online for viewing. Table 4 illustrates the data place-
ment with RMD after the third copy has been added. Conse-
quently, users can incrementally add I/O capacity, I/O band-
width, and the number of replicas without affecting existing
services. This feature is particularly useful for VOD appli-
cations. Clearly, this feature is not available in the chained
declustering method. The capability of supporting streams
by the mirrored declustering in the presence of disk failures
is shown in Table 5, where the throughput of each disk is
denoted byλ. It can be seen that the performance of RMD
is superior to that of the mirrored declustering method in
the presence of disk failures. By allowing customers to dy-
namically add or remove movie copies, as well as providing
good fault tolerance and load balancing, RMD is deemed a
viable approach to supporting movie placement in a disk-
array-based video server.

3 Replication and placement

In a VOD system, a video server usually stores hundreds
or even thousands of movies. The demand for the movies,
however, is usually highly skewed. Newly released movies
are likely to attract most of the viewers, while older movies
receive very few requests. It has been shown that the access
frequency of movie rentals in a particular week in video
stores can be characterized by a Zipf distribution function
[1]. Figure 2 shows the corresponding Zipf distribution func-
tion with parameter 0.2716. It is interesting to see that the
hottest (most popular) 10 movies receive about 50% of the
total viewing request in the week surveyed. To meet the high
demand for the hot movies and to guard against disk fail-
ures, hot movies are usually replicated across multiple disk
arrays.
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Fig. 2. A Zipf distribution function

Table 5. The capability of supporting multiple streams in the presence of
disk failures by mirrored declustering and RMD

r = 2 r=3
single failure single failure double failures

mirrored nλ 2nλ nλ
RMD (2n− 1)λ (3n− 1)λ (3n− 2)λ

3.1 Replication threshold

For a given disk array withN disks, the number of streams
that it can support concurrently isN∗Rmax, whereRmax is
maximum access rate per disk. If the demand for a movie is
greater thanN∗Rmax, the movie will need to be replicated.
Even if the demand for a movie is less thanN∗Rmax, it may
still be a good business decision to replicate a hot movie to
guard against disk failures. Without replication, a disk failure
may result in the interruption of all ongoing movies and the
loss of revenue. However, full replication of both hot and
cold movies is not a good choice either, because this will
significantly increase the cost of setting up a video server.
To systematically study the effectiveness and efficiency of
movie replication, we introduce a new concept ofreplication
threshold.

The replication threshold for a movie is defined to be
the percentage of total disk array bandwidth (access capac-
ity) allocated to the movie. It is used to determine how many
copies of a movie need to be stored in a video server in order
to meet the demand. If a movie requires more bandwidth of
a disk array to satisfy viewers’ demand than it is allocated
to, the movie will need to be replicated on multiple disk
arrays. For example, if the replication threshold is picked
to be 50% (0.5), a movie requiring less than 50% of a disk
array bandwidth will not be replicated and a movie requir-
ing more than 50% but less than 100% will be replicated
once. Similarly, a movie requiring 125% of the disk array’s
bandwidth will have three copies stored in three different
disk arrays.

3.2 Data placement policies

Given a replication threshold, the maximum number of video
streams supported (bandwidth or access capacity) by a disk

Table 6. Parameters used

Parameter Notation Value
disk array size N
all concurrent video streams L
video streams for videoi Li
total number of videos M 92
parameter for Zipf distribution θ 0.271
video length T 120 min
compressed video data rate Rb 2 Mb/s
disk capacity Cd 1 GB
disk read overhead toh 25 ms
data block size D 500 KB
peak disk throughput Rd 10 MB/s
access rate for a video Rs

number of video copies C
replication threshold Rth

max. access rate per disk Rmax

array, and the number of movies with the associated access
frequency, the number of disk arrays required for a video
server can be determined. After the number of disk arrays
and thus the number of disks is determined, the next step is
to decide movie placement, i.e., how to decide the order of
which movie to be selected first and where (in which disk
array) the movie is placed. We consider three policies to
determine the order of movie selection:sequential, alternate,
and random.

With sequential policy, the hottest movie is selected first
and placed onto disk arrays. After all copies of the movie
have been placed, the hottest movie in the remaining movies
is selected and placed onto the disk array with sufficient ca-
pacity, in terms of both bandwidth and disk space. The selec-
tion process continues until all movies have been placed onto
disks. With alternate policy, hottest and coldest movies are
selected and placed onto disk arrays alternately. With ran-
dom policy, movies are selected at random. When a movie
is selected, it is likely that more than one disk array is avail-
able for storing the movie copy. There are two well-known
schemes for picking a disk array for the movie:first fit and
best fit. With the first-fit scheme, the first disk array having
sufficient bandwidth and disk capacity for the movie is used.
One variation of the first-fit scheme is the so-calledcircular
first fit or next fit. In this scheme, the disk array last selected
is used as the starting point for finding the next available
one. For the best fit scheme, the criterion could be in terms
of disk capacity or disk bandwidth. Studies have shown that
the best fit scheme will result in fragmentation and is in
general not a good choice. The circular first-fit scheme will
thus be used in our performance study.

The movie selection and placement procedure used in
our performance study can be summarized as follows. A
replication threshold is first chosen. Next, a movie is se-
lected, based on each of the three movie selection schemes
described above. The number of copies to be stored is then
computed, using replication threshold and the access fre-
quency of the movie. Finally, all copies of the selected movie
are placed to disk array one by one, using the first-fit, or
best fit, algorithm. The movie selection and placement pro-
cess continues until all movies have been placed on disks.
In the case of disk failure, the workload on the failed disk
is redirected to another disk array if possible. Since RMD
rotates the placement of data partitions across different disk
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Fig. 3. Average disk capacity utilization vs replication threshold

Fig. 4. Average bandwidth utilization vs replication threshold

Fig. 5. Total number of disks used vs replication threshold

Fig. 6. Number of lost streams vs replication threshold

arrays, its workload redirection procedure after disk fail-
ure is essentially the same as that for chained declustering
[10]. The redirection process under the mirrored declustering
works as follows. When a disk in a disk array fails, the repli-
cated movie with the lowest access frequency (least number
of replicas) on the failed array is selected first and the ac-
cess of that movie to the failed disk is redistributed among
all operational replicas. Then, the replicated movie with the
lowest access frequency among the remaining movies is se-
lected and its workload redistributed. If a disk array has
reached its bandwidth limit, the redistribution process skips
that disk array even if a replica exists on the array. Since a
hot movie in general has more replicas than a cold movie,
finding a disk array storing the same replica and having suf-
ficient bandwidth is easier for a hot movie than for a cold
one. In view of this, our workload redistribution process for
the mirrored declustering starts with the coldest movie.

4 Performance results

4.1 System model

(1) Video order selection

Denote the total number of simultaneous video streams to be
carried by the system asL and the total number of videos as
M . The number of simultaneous video streams needed to be
supported for each video isLi = L∗c

i1−θ , wherec = 1∑M

i=1
(1/i1−θ)

and thus
∑M

i=1Li = L. The length of each movie, denoted
by T , is assumed to be constant, and the average bit rate
is Rb. Hence, the total size occupied by each movie equals
T × Rb. Each disk in a disk array has a capacity ofCd.
Therefore, a disk array of sizeN can accommodate up to
NCd/TRb movies.

We assume the peak disk bandwidth isRd, and the over-
head, including the disk seek and rotation time associated
with each read, istoh. The maximum access rate per disk
equalsRmax = 1

toh+ D
Rd

, whereD is the data block size on a

disk. The access rate required for supporting a video stream
is Rs = Rb/D.
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Fig. 7. Number of lost streams vs replication threshold

Fig. 8. Number of lost streams vs replication threshold

Fig. 9. Number of lost streams vs replication threshold

Fig. 10. Number of lost streams vs replication threshold

(2) Calculating the number of replicas

The number of copies,Ci for the ith video is determined
by the replication threshold,Rth, in such a way thatCi =
d Li
RthRmax

e. It can be seen from this equation that a movie
will be replicated more times for either a lower replication
threshold or a smaller value ofRmax.

(3) Data placement

For each disk array, the data placement has to observe the
following two criteria so that both the maximum available
capacity and the maximum bandwidth of each array are not
exceeded:|Hi| ≤ NCd

TRb
, whereHi is the set of videos that

have been placed on theith disk array, while the operator
| · | is the size of the set. Then,

∑
jεHi

Lj
Cj

≤ NRmax

Rs
.

4.2 Fault tolerance model

The fault tolerance of each data placement strategy is eval-
uated by computing the number of lost streams, both worst

case and average, when one of the disks in a disk array has
failed.

(1) Mirrored declustering

Assuming that the number of lost streams isDi when a disk
in the ith array fails, the number of lost streams in the worst
case isDmax = max{Di|i = 1, . . . , U}, whereU is the total
number of arrays used. The average number of lost streams
is E[D] = 1

U

∑U
i=1Di.

(2) RMD

A video stream cannot be supported by the system upon
a disk failure, either when there are no backup copies on
other disk arrays, or when those disk arrays containing other
copies do not have sufficient bandwidth. Specifically, the
requirement for the increased traffic on theith disk array
has to observe

∑
j εHi

Lj
Cj

+
∑

k εGiMk ≤ NRmax

Rs
, where

Gi is the set of the videos that are distributed to theith disk
andMk is the the number of video streams of thekth video
that are allocated to theith disk array.
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4.3 Numerical examples

Here, several cases are evaluated to illustrate the system and
fault tolerance models derived in the previous section. The
parameters used are summarized in Table 6. Using the results
derived in the previous section, the average disk capacity uti-
lization is shown as a function of the replication threshold,
Rth, in Fig. 3. The capacity utilization is in general better
for smallerRth. For each array size, maximum capacity uti-
lization is reached whenRth is below a threshold,TR. With
the parameters used in this study, the maximum. capacity
utilization reaches unity for a disk array size less than 16
andRth less thanTR. Figure 3 indicates thatTR is smaller
for an array with larger array size. For example, as shown
in Fig. 3, TR is 0.28, 0.17, and 0.14 forN equal to 8, 12,
and 16, respectively. Furthermore, the capacity utilization no
longer stays flat when the array size is larger than 16 and
Rth is less thanTR. This is because the large bandwidth
needed by the most popular videos requires a large num-
ber of disk arrays for very smallRth. These arrays could
not be filled up when the array size is larger than a certain
value (16 in this case), since distinct replicas have to reside
on different disk arrays. This situation is more serious for
even smaller values ofRth, since the capacity utilization
decreases drastically after a maximum is reached.

The bandwidth utilization is shown in Fig. 4 as a function
of the replication threshold. Similar to the previous figure,
there exists a threshold value inRth (i.e., approximately 0.2
in this case), above which point the bandwidth utilization
saturates. The maximum achievable bandwidth utilization
is independent of the value ofRth. The number of disks
used for three disk array configurations of different array
size is shown in Fig. 5. The total number of disks used for
storing the same amount of videos and supporting the same
amount of simultaneous video streams increases drastically
when Rth decreases and becomes less than the threshold
point.

We note that the number of disks used is not sensitive to
the disk array size except when the value ofRth is smaller
than the threshold. This is due to the fact that the video server
is bandwidth-limited, not capacity-limited. Hence, the addi-
tional replicas needed for smaller array sizes only increases
the capacity utilization (Fig. 3), but not the number of disks
(Fig. 5).

The fault tolerance of the video server for various traf-
fic loads, array configurations and placement algorithms is
illustrated in Figs. 6–10. The fault tolerance is measured for
both mirroring and RMD in terms of the lost video streams
in the presence of a single disk failure. Three types of traf-
fic loads are compared: light (200 streams), medium (1000
streams), and heavy (5000 streams) traffic. Figure 6 shows
that, when the traffic load is light, conventional mirroring
technique performs roughly the same as the RMD scheme
in terms of the number of lost streams when one disk of a
disk array fails. This is because very few videos are repli-
cated at this traffic load. At medium traffic load (Fig. 7), the
fault tolerance of the two placement schemes begin to show
a difference for a replication threshold smaller than 0.5. Un-
der heavy load (Figs. 8–10), the difference in fault tolerance
between two placement methods is significant. It is evident
that the RMD scheme is effective in reducing the number of

Fig. 11. Number of lost streams vs replication threshold for double disk
failures

Fig. 12. Comparison of number of lost streams between three different
video placement methods

the lost streams, regardless of the array size. The difference
in the number of lost streams between the RMD scheme and
the mirroring scheme clearly increases with the array size.
This can be explained by the fact that the RMD scheme
possesses better fault tolerance only if a video is replicated.

The fault tolerance of the disk array in the presence of
two disk failures in a single array is shown in Fig. 11. The
difference between the mirror scheme and the RMD scheme
becomes smaller as compared to the case of a single disk
failure. This is because a single failure will force the streams
belonging to the same disk to be redistributed to other disk
arrays in the mirroring scheme. Hence, a disk array with
additional disk failures does not lose more streams under
mirrored declustering.

On the other hand, only those read accesses to the videos
with more than three replicas can be redistributed to other
arrays using the RMD scheme. This is also an indication of
the graceful performance of RMD.

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the
operating range of the replication threshold parameter should
be so selected that the maximum fault tolerance is achieved
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without using additional disks. The existence of such a value
is evident from Fig. 5, as the number of disk used drastically
increases when the replication threshold is below 0.28 for
an array size of 8, and below 0.14 for an array of size of 16.
The disk array is operated in the bandwidth-limited region
when the replication threshold is larger than this value, and
in the capacity-limited region when the replication thresh-
old is smaller than this value. Even though sequential video
selection is used throughout this section, the improvement
in fault tolerance is quite insensitive to the video selection
process, as shown in Fig. 12.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new data placement method,
RMD, to support high data availability for disk arrays. Com-
bining the merits of chained and mirrored declustering meth-
ods, RMD is particularly useful for storing multiple movie
copies to support VOD applications. To assess the perfor-
mance of RMD, we have conducted a series of experiments
by emulating the storage and supply of movies in a VOD
system. Specifically, we determined the number of replicas
required for each movie declustering, and then allotted each
movie copy to each disk array. We introduced a new pa-
rameter, replication threshold, and utilized it to conduct sev-
eral sensitivity analyses for various replication scenarios. By
properly varying the value of the replication threshold, we
empirically determined the operating point for a given movie
access distribution. In addition, we evaluated three policies
for movie selection, hot-to-cold, alternate hot-and-cold and
random, to study the robustness of RMD. Our experimen-
tal results showed that RMD consistently outperforms the
conventional methods in terms of load balancing and fault
tolerance capability, and is deemed a viable approach to sup-
porting movie placement in a disk-array-based video server.
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